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Abstract
Background—Our objective was to determine the extent to which geographical core areas for
gonorrhea and syphilis are located in rural areas, as compared to urban areas.

Methods—Incident gonorrhea (January 1, 2005 to December 31, 2010) and syphilis (January 1,
1999 to December 31, 2010) rates were estimated and mapped by census tract and quarter.
Rurality was measured using percent rural and rural-urban commuting area (RUCA; rural, small
town, micropolitan, or urban). SaTScan was used to identify spatiotemporal clusters of
significantly elevated rates of infection. Clusters lasting five years or longer were considered core
areas; clusters of shorter duration were considered outbreaks. Clusters were overlaid on maps of
rurality and qualitatively assessed for correlation.

Results—Twenty gonorrhea core areas were identified; 65% in urban centers, 25% in
micropolitan areas, and the remaining 10% were geographically large capturing combinations of
urban, micropolitan, small town and rural environments. Ten syphilis core areas were identified
with 80% in urban centers and 20% capturing two or more RUCAs. All ten of the syphilis core
areas (100%) overlapped with gonorrhea core areas.

Conclusions—Gonorrhea and syphilis rates were high for rural parts of North Carolina;
however, no core areas were identified exclusively for small towns or rural areas. The main
pathway of rural STI transmission may be through the interconnectedness of urban, micropolitan,
small town and rural areas. Directly addressing STIs in urban and micropolitan communities may
also indirectly help address STI rates in rural and small town communities.
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INTRODUCTION
Over thirty years ago, Rothenberg extended the concept of core transmitters of sexually
transmitted infections (STIs; (1)) to include geographical core areas (2). Since then, spatial
analysis and mapping of STIs has been useful for defining and describing core areas of
infection (3-13), providing insight into patterns of STI transmission (8, 9, 14-17), identifying
sexual networks and interrupting syphilis transmission during outbreaks (18-21).

The concept of core areas has only been evaluated in large urban areas (3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 17,
22). In contrast to other high incidence areas in the United States (US), STIs in the southeast
are not concentrated in urban areas only. The STI epidemic in North Carolina, typical of the
southeastern US, involves both rural and urban areas of the state. In North Carolina, six of
the 15 counties with the highest syphilis rates are rural, five are micropolitan, and only four
are metropolitan. The 15 counties with the highest gonorrhea rates include three rural, seven
micropolitan, and five metropolitan counties. Many micropolitan and metropolitan counties
also support large rural areas. Yet, the structure of STI epidemics in rural areas has not been
thoroughly investigated, particularly with regard to the similarities and differences with STI
epidemiology in urban areas.

The applicability of core theory and geographically definable core areas to rural areas is
uncertain. Core areas reflect a spatial concentration of persons with STIs and have been
identified in low socioeconomic status (SES) urban neighborhoods,(9, 11, 23-25) suggesting
that socio-cultural determinants of health may influence the clustered spatial pattern
observed for STIs.(26) In urban areas, several socio-cultural risk factors have been
associated with gonorrhea(22, 27-31) and neighborhood-level socio-cultural factors,
primarily those indicative of neighborhood deprivation, explained a significant proportion of
the spatial pattern of gonorrhea across both urban and rural areas of NC.(26)

In urban environments, one of the primary hypotheses for the observation of core areas of
transmission is that core group members live in high population density areas of similar
socio-economic status and therefore, have an increased likelihood of forming sexual
partnerships with each other or members of the same sexual networks, as evidenced by the
closer distance between sexual partners living in core areas compared to outside core areas
(17). In rural areas, distances between persons are greater and therefore, distances between
sexual partners will also be greater. Whether core groups exist in rural areas is unclear. If
core groups do exist in these areas, their role in driving infection in the community is
unknown.

Our objective was to determine the extent to which geographical core areas for gonorrhea
and syphilis are located in rural areas, as compared to urban areas. We hypothesized that
core areas would be more prominent in urban areas and less prominent in rural areas, despite
relatively high incidence rates in rural areas.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Our study area was the state of North Carolina, a rural state with nested urban areas. North
Carolina can be divided into three geographic regions with distinct economic, social, and
rural cultures (32): the western mountain region, the central piedmont, and the eastern
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coastal region (figure 1). Data were not collected specifically for this project, rather, we used
rurality data provided by the US Census Bureau and the US Department of Agriculture and
routinely collected STI surveillance data provided by the North Carolina Department of
Health and Human Services, HIV/STD Prevention and Care Branch. The University of
Toronto Research Ethics Board approved a spatial analysis of these data to assess the
concept of core areas of transmission in rural and urban areas. Gonorrhea and syphilis
(primary and secondary) incidence rates were mapped to understand the spatial distribution
and patterns of infection. Incident gonorrhea and syphilis cases were used along with a
population offset for Poisson based cluster detection.

Data Sources
Measures of Rurality—Two common measures of rural for analysis are: 1) percent rural,
derived from the percent of population urbanized (from the US Census Bureau, Population
and Housing Characteristics, SF1-SF3), and 2) rural-urban commuting areas
(RUCAs;www.ers.usda.gov/Data/RuralUrbanCommutingAreaCodes). We used RUCAs for
our analysis and percent rural in a sensitivity analysis to determine if changing the definition
of rural changed the interpretation of the results.

RUCAs classify the urban-rural spectrum based on population density, urbanization, and
daily employment commuting distance (33). RUCAs can be particularly informative for
health studies because they incorporate commuting distance for employment, which may be
a good proxy for commuting distance to health services (26, 34), sexual partners, and access
to resources. RUCAs can be broken down into 34 hierarchical classifications, of which we
used four: rural, small town, micropolitan, and urban. Percent rural is also an important
measure of rurality because it may give a more accurate representation of local environment
and relative isolation.

Measures of STIs—We analyzed incident gonorrhea (January 1, 2005 to December 31,
2010) and primary and secondary syphilis (January 1, 1999 to December 31, 2010) cases
geomasked (35, 36) to a location from the North Carolina State Health Department’s STI
surveillance program. Data from the STI surveillance program is built on the legal
requirement that physicians, other healthcare providers, and laboratories suspecting a case of
syphilis or gonorrhea report the case to the local health authority. A communicable disease
card (now done electronically) is completed for each suspected case of reportable infection.
Each card contains limited information on the patient’s disease, report date, date of disease
onset, residence, and healthcare provider at the time of diagnosis. Each card also contains
limited information on demographic characteristics including gender, race, and age. Stage
specific diagnoses are included with syphilis reports. Duplicate entries were removed from
the database. Each county is responsible for forwarding their communicable disease cards to
the state health department.

Incident gonorrhea and primary and secondary syphilis rates were estimated using census
tract level population estimates for the total North Carolina population from the United
States census. Rates were mapped by census tract and quarter.

Identifying Core Areas
SaTScan (37) was used to identify geographic clusters of significantly elevated gonorrhea
and syphilis rates over space and time (8, 13, 38, 39). The number of cases and population at
risk for each census tract was geo-located, or assigned, to the census tract centroid. Within
SaTScan, a cylindrical scanning window centered on each centroid. The size of the cylinder
varied continually with the circular base of the cylinder corresponding to the geographic
area, and height of the cylinder corresponding to the length of time the cluster persisted. A
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likelihood ratio test statistic was calculated for each cylinder based on the expected and
observed number of cases inside compared to outside of the cylinder. The expected number
of cases under the null hypothesis was assumed to be Poisson distributed with constant risk
over space and time. Monte Carlo simulation was used to determine the significance of each
cluster(37, 40). A cluster with a relative rate of 2 can be interpreted as an area where the rate
of infection was twice as high for those living in the cluster compared to those living outside
of the cluster.

All years of data were used with a maximum cluster population size of 5% (appendix I).
Statistically significant clusters were examined for persistence based on duration. Clusters
lasting five consecutive years or longer were considered core areas, while clusters lasting
less than five years were considered outbreak areas (8, 9). Individual level covariate case
data were not available, therefore, we were not able to control for covariates during our
analysis.

We qualitatively examined the spatial relationship between core areas and outbreak areas
within and between diseases, and with rurality. We visually compared core and outbreak
area maps for gonorrhea, syphilis, and both gonorrhea and syphilis together. Each cluster
detection map was overlaid onto the RUCA map to determine where clusters occurred in
relation to rural areas.

Sensitivity Analyses
We overlaid each cluster detection map with percent rural in a sensitivity analysis to
determine if changing how rural was defined changed how the clustering patterns were
interpreted. We were also concerned that low gonorrhea and syphilis rates in the western
mountains might cause clusters in the mountains to be missed because high rates in the
central piedmont and eastern coastal parts of the State might dominate the cluster detection
process. Accordingly, we geographically stratified our analyses on mountain, piedmont and
coastal regions in sensitivity analyses.

RESULTS
North Carolina is 37.7% metropolitan, 25.9% micropolitan, 14.3% small town, and 22.1%
rural by geographic RUCA classification (figure 1), and 68.3% metropolitan, 19.4%
micropolitan, 6.5% small town, and 5.8% rural by population. Overall, average gonorrhea
incidence rates were low in the western mountains and highest in the rural parts of the
eastern coastal region of the state (figure 1).

Gonorrhea Core Areas and Outbreaks
Several significant clusters of elevated gonorrhea rates were identified across North
Carolina, with a higher concentration in the central piedmont region (figures 2). Twenty
clusters met the criteria for core areas. Most gonorrhea core areas 65% (n=13) occurred in
urban centers; 25% (n=5) were in micropolitan areas. The remaining core areas (n=2) were
geographically large (1,160km2 and 1,192km2), capturing urban, micropolitan, small town
and rural environments (figure 3). Both of these core areas were also much larger than core
areas typically found in urban areas. No clusters occurred exclusively in small towns or rural
areas.

Only six gonorrhea clusters were classified as outbreak areas, based on duration less than
five years (figure 2). Two outbreak areas occurred in urban areas and one in a micropolitan
area. The remainder (n=3) were geographically large outbreaks capturing combinations of
rural, small town, micropolitan and urban areas (figure 2). The relative rates for core areas
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(median RR=3.4) were significantly greater than the relative rates for outbreak areas
(median RR=2.1) of gonorrhea (p<0.01).

Syphilis Core Areas and Outbreaks
Overall, average syphilis rates were low in the western mountains and higher in the central
piedmont and eastern parts of the state, with particularly high rates in the southern rural part
of the state (figure 1).

Seventeen clusters of elevated syphilis rates were identified across North Carolina,
concentrated predominantly in the central piedmont region (figures 2). Ten clusters met the
criteria for core areas with 80% (n=8) in urban centers; 20% (n=2) were geographically
large enough to capture combinations of rural, small town, micropolitan and urban areas.
The large size and diversity of these remaining two core areas suggests the possibility of
dynamic migratory outbreaks, rather than true core areas. Again, no core areas occurred
exclusively in small towns or rural areas.

Seven syphilis clusters were identified as outbreaks (figure 2). Three outbreaks occurred in
urban areas, one in a micropolitan area, one in a small town and two outbreaks were
extremely large capturing combinations of rural, small town, micropolitan and urban areas
(figure 2). No outbreaks occurred in rural areas. Though the relative rates for outbreak areas
(median RR=10.1) were noticeably greater than the relative rates for core areas (median
RR=5.3) of syphilis, the difference was not statistically significant.

Gonorrhea-Syphilis Comparison
Twice as many gonorrhea core areas (n=20) were identified compared to syphilis core areas
(n=10). At the same time, all ten of the syphilis core areas (100%) overlapped with
gonorrhea core areas (50%; figure 3). Seven of the ten overlapping core areas were in urban
areas. The remaining three overlapping core areas included rural, small town, micropolitan
and urban environments (figure 3). The remaining 10 gonorrhea core areas that did not have
matching overlapping syphilis core areas, were located in the urban centers of otherwise
rural areas (figures 3).

For the most part, gonorrhea and syphilis outbreaks did not co-exist (figure 3). In one case,
the outer edge of a geographically large gonorrhea outbreak overlapped with a
geographically large syphilis outbreak and in another case, the outer edge of a
geographically large gonorrhea outbreak captured a small syphilis outbreak. However, in
most cases, outbreak areas were adjacent to each other and did not touch.

The length of time clusters persisted for gonorrhea and syphilis was bimodal. That is,
clusters were either short (3 consecutive years or less) or the longest (full) time period
allowed by SaTScan (90% of time period: 5 consecutive years for gonorrhea and 10.5
consecutive years for syphilis). These two time periods (3 years or less, or the full time
period) accounted for 85% of gonorrhea clusters and 82% of syphilis clusters. Changing the
threshold for outbreaks and core areas anywhere between 3 and 10 years did not
significantly change the results for syphilis. Lowering the threshold from five years to four
or three years does not significantly change the core area results for gonorrhea but does
decrease the number of outbreaks by half. We could not see the effect of raising the
threshold for gonorrhea because there were only six years of data available and SaTSCan
allows a maximium time period of 90% of the total time available for a given cluster.
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Sensitivity Analyses
We qualitatively assessed the spatial correlation between gonorrhea clusters and rurality by
overlaying the disease clusters on percent rural instead of RUCA and found that the core
areas for both gonorrhea and syphilis still occurred primarily in urban (less than 20% rural)
areas, with the exception of two geographically large, overlapping core areas that captured
combinations of rural, small town, micropolitan and urban areas (figure 3).

As expected, a greater number of statistically significant clusters were identified for both
STIs when the analyses were stratified by region (figure 4). However, despite stratification,
no clusters were identifiable in rural areas. Although no syphilis clusters were identified in
the mountain region prior to stratification (figure 3), one cluster was identified in an urban
area of the mountain region after stratification (figure 4).

DISCUSSION
Gonorrhea and syphilis rates were high for rural parts of North Carolina (figure 1); however,
the majority of core areas for both gonorrhea and syphilis still occurred in urban areas
(figures 2-4). No core areas occurred exclusively in small towns or rural areas. When core
areas included rural areas and small towns, they were large enough to include neighboring
micropolitan and urban environments. These observations independently, and by different
analytic methods, support previous findings that there can be bridging of infection from core
areas to other areas by travel (16).

We hypothesize that the communities of rural North Carolina are too small and isolated for
STI epidemics to persist at endemic levels and thus create core areas. As a result, the main
pathway of STI transmission may be through the interconnectedness of urban, micropolitan,
small town and rural areas. Core groups may exist in rural areas, with sexual network
dynamics conducive to STI transmission, but this core group on its own may not be big
enough to act as a reservoir of persistent infection. Consequently, infection in rural areas
may be driven by core group connections to high rate core areas in nearby urban centers,
micropolitans or small towns or combinations thereof.

For North Carolina, urban core areas may have a more continuous magnifying effect on
rural rates in the coastal region, but a discontinuous or intermittent effect on rural rates in the
mountain region. This is particularly evident in the mountains where rural rates are low even
though urban cores areas were identified in the region (figures 4). RUCA classification
considers rural-urban travel commuting times, however, the difference in the rural-urban
connection between mountain and coastal regions is likely influenced by additional factors.
For instance, the mountain region may have a more centralized urban-rural connectivity,
where the mountain topography causes each rural area to be primarily connected to only one
“down valley” urban core area, while in the coastal region, the flat coastal topography may
facilitate rural areas being connected to multiple surrounding urban core areas. A public
health implication of this finding is that controlling STIs in one vs. multiple urban core areas
may need to be a critical consideration to reducing the high STI rates, especially in rural
areas that are highly connected to multiple surrounding urban areas, such as in the coastal
region of North Carolina.

We had 12 years of syphilis data (1999-2010) and only six years of gonorrhea data
(2005-2010). We used five consecutive years as the threshold for differentiating core from
outbreak for both syphilis and gonorrhea, based on previous syphilis studies in urban
areas(8, 9) and given the lack of studies on gonorrhea appropriate thresholds. We still found
twice as many gonorrhea core areas as syphilis core areas, despite the shorter duration of
gonorrhea data and syphilis-based thresholds. The greater number of gonorrhea core areas
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may be due to the higher and more widespread incidence and prevalence of gonorrhea
compared to syphilis.

It is still questionable whether or not five years is the optimum threshold for differentiating
core areas from outbreaks for gonorrhea. Gonorrhea is a faster cycling disease than syphilis
with a shorter time to reinfection, which may mean that the five-year threshold is too long
for gonorrhea. At the same time, we found more core areas than outbreaks using the five-
year threshold for gonorrhea.

All of the syphilis core areas fell within, or overlapped with, gonorrhea core areas. At the
same time, we know of at least one syphilis outbreak of long duration (41) that met the
criteria for core and so may be considered misclassified. This observation demonstrates the
difficultly that can occur when differentiating outbreak areas from core areas.

Another significant limitation to our approach to classifying core versus outbreak clusters is
that it is not possible to identify outbreaks that occur within core areas. That is, a core and an
outbreak cannot be identified for the same place using the SaTScan detection method. The
only way an outbreak can be seen within a core is if the analysis is limited to the boundaries
of a core area. Two alternative methods would be to compliment the cluster detection and
core/outbreak analysis with a sexual network analysis(41) or an analysis of the rate of
change within core areas.

In a previous study, we compared the characteristics of clusters on a very local level (8) and
found that the characteristics of cases from the core were very different from outbreak areas
but very similar to non-core and non-outbreak areas. Ideally, one would conduct a similar
analysis and characterize the socio-cultural demographics of core and outbreak clusters
identified across North Carolina and then look for socio-demographic and correlations that
could lend insight and context into the observed spatial patterns. However, the limits of
surveillance data, combined with North Carolina State Health Department methods to
protect case confidentiality, severely limited the gonorrhea and syphilis data we received so
we could not characterize clusters. We could summarize the neighborhood characteristics of
core areas, in aggregate for the state, however, we would be at high risk of falling into the
trap of ecologic fallacy without the individual level case characteristics to provide context
and aid interpretation.

Our methods may be of use in routine surveillance and outbreak detection of both gonorrhea
and syphilis infections and may help focus more targeted surveillance, contact tracing and
cases follow-up. Modern data analysis packages are being used to write programs that
import surveillance data into SaTScan and routinely run spatial and temporal analyses in
order to detect outbreaks regularly, for instance, every month or every quarter, for other
infectious diseases already(42).

Routine spatiotemporal surveillance and analysis is particularly important for sexually
transmitted infections as the core areas we identified for gonorrhea and syphilis are not
isolated, single jurisdiction pockets of infection. Rather, they involve rural-urban
communities, therefore requiring synchronized management to address infections, which can
bounce back and forth between cases of different jurisdictions (ping-pong infections). Multi-
jurisdiction coordination may be particularly important for both ‘old’ infections, such as
syphilis(43), and “new” infections, such as lymphogranuloma venereum(44), where
infection is maintained and controlled in an urban area, but when combined with the long
distances between source contacts and cases for these infections, these previously well
controlled infections may rise and spread to new and naïve areas.
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From a rural public health practice perspective, even if a core group of transmitters exists
locally, STI rates in the community may still be largely driven by the interconnectedness of
the sexual network to, and STI rates in, surrounding urban and micropolitan areas. From an
urban public health practice perspective, STI dynamics in core areas may be impacting STI
rates both locally and regionally; influencing, maybe even driving, STI rates in neighbouring
rural and small town communities. Consequently, directly addressing STIs in urban and
micropolitan communities may also indirectly help address STI rates in rural and small town
communities, presenting opportunities for mutually beneficial collaborations between
communities.

The general absence of core areas of infection for gonorrhea and syphilis in rural
environments supports the hypothesis of interconnected sexual networks between rural,
micropolitan and urban core groups. Consequently, bridging of infection from adjacent,
peripheral or distant core areas by travel of core group members may be an important mode
of STI entry and transmission for rural areas. Interjurisdiction coordination of STI
prevention and treatment activities may be necessary to control STIs in rural environments.
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Appendix I: SaTScan parameterization for cluster detection
Time precision: yearly. Note: we wanted the analysis by quarter so each quarter was
assigned a year before bringing the data into SaTScan.

Type of analysis: Retrospective, space-time

Probability model: Poisson

Scan for areas with: high rates

Time aggregation: quarter

Length: 1 quarter

MC replications: 999

Advanced analysis features:

Spatial window

- Maximum spatial cluster size: 5%

- Spatial window shape: circular

- Temporal window: 90% of the study period (max allowed)
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Figure 1.
North Carolina a) rurality defined using rural-urban commuting areas (RUCAs), b) average
gonorrhea rates (January 1, 2005 to December 31, 2010) and c) syphilis rates (January 1,
1999 to December 31, 2010) by census tract.
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Figure 2.
Significant clusters of high A) gonorrhea rates (2005 to 2010) and B) syphilis rates for North
Carolina (1999 to 2010) overlaid on rural urban commuting areas (RUCAs).
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Figure 3.
Gonorrhea (2005-2010) and syphilis (1999-2010) clusters overlaid with each other, RUCA
(A), and percent rural (B).
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Figure 4.
A) Gonorrhea (top row) and B) Syphilis (bottom row) clusters detected when North Carolina
is stratified into Mountain, Piedmont and Coastal socio-geographic regions.
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